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Market Cap.:

£73.35m

Shares in issue:

1,560.75m

52 week high/low:

8.78p/3.75p

Company Profile
Sector:

Oil & Gas

Ticker:

ZPHR

Exchange:

AIM

Activities
Zephyr Energy plc (‘Zephyr’, ‘the Group’) is
an independent oil and gas E&P company
with a strategic focus on carbon-neutral
hydrocarbon development projects in the
Rocky Mountain region of the US.
www.zephyrplc.com
5-year share price performance

Zephyr Energy plc
Zephyr has announced an increase in its operated land position through the acquisition
of an additional 1,920 acres (the ‘new acreage’) in the Paradox Basin, Utah (the
‘Paradox’), while also providing an update on its State 16-2LN-CC operations and
upcoming Paradox drilling programme. This prime new acreage, which is already
located under Zephyr’s 3D seismic, not only adds valuable locations and resources, but
also secures an immediate opportunity to complete a longer and more effective lateral
at the upcoming State 36-2 LNW-CC well. The beneficial impact of the latter is
expected to be delivered in terms of the well’s production potential and its estimated
ultimate recovery. In the meantime, management is focused on recommencing
production testing at the State 16-2 LN-CC, for which operational preparations are
largely complete with long lead time items well in process. With a planned three well
drill programme on the Paradox project expected to commence in 2H 2022, (and with
all funding being provided from the Group’s Williston Basin non-operated assets),
Zephyr appears set for a further period of intense activity in its run-up to 2023. This is
likely to be key to the Group moving closer toward its ultimate goal of unlocking the
next great unconventional onshore resource play in the US.

Acquisition of prime Paradox Basin acreage
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Zephyr has increased its land position adjacent to its operated White Sands Unit (the
‘WSU’) through the targeted acquisition of 1,920 leased acres that are considered by the
Board to have immediate development potential. This takes its total to 39,473 gross
operated acres, the majority of which it holds as Operator with a 75% working interest.
Although the transaction consideration was not disclosed due to commercial
sensitivities, it was structured as a smaller upfront payment (satisfied through existing
cash resources) with more generous royalties to follow in the event of future drilling
success; their willingness to receive the lion’s share of compensation on this basis,
suggests the seller’s similarly high level of confidence in a successful outcome. Zephyr
has also agreed to use reasonable commercial efforts to drill at least one well across the
new acreage prior to December 2023, a requirement which it believes will be satisfied
by the upcoming State 36-2 LNW-CC drill.
Zephyr plans to spud the State 36-2 LNW-CC well as soon as final permits are received
and a rig contract is secured, and permits have been proactively amended to reflect the
full 10,000-foot completion. Highlights of the new acreage include:
Optimal location – Subject to approval from the US Bureau of Land Management
(‘BLM’), the acquired acreage is largely covered by Zephyr’s existing 3D seismic, and
directly borders its lease on which the planned State 36-2 LNW-CC and 36-3 LN-C9
well pad is located. As such, it is close to pre-existing surface infrastructure in the form
of a six-inch gas pipeline which traverses the leasehold.
Immediate drilling benefits - Subject to final regulatory approval, the new acreage will
permit the proposed State 36-2 LNW-CC to be fully completed across a 10,000-foot
lateral length. This is expected to further enhance the well’s forecast economics and
estimated ultimate recovery, in conjunction with which, Zephyr recently amended its
BLM application for a permit to drill (an ‘APD’) for the State 36-2 LNW-CC well to
reflect the enhanced completion design. Approval is expected to follow shortly.
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Increased overall resources and drilling locations – Zephyr’s technical team estimates that the acquisition adds over 4 million
barrels of oil equivalent of additional 2C net resources to Zephyr’s Paradox Basin position. It also substantially increases its
Working Interest in an estimated 4 Cane Creek reservoir well locations adding an estimated 2.4 net wells assuming 2-mile lateral
well lengths. Furthermore, it provides access to acreage that may host higher liquid yields than the previously drilled and tested
State 16-2 LNW-CC well, similar to that observed at the nearby vertical Federal 28-11 well, along with additional potential in the
overlying shallow clastic zones.
Based on a 10% discount rate (‘NPV-10’), the new acreage adds unrisked net present value, net to Zephyr, of approximately US$40
million from the Cane Creek reservoir alone. This assumes success case outcomes from State 16-2 LN-CC flow testing and State
36-2 LNW-CC drilling & testing, while incorporating estimated economics for 2-mile laterals. Overlying reservoirs may add
significant additional value in a success case.

State 16-2LN-CC Update
Zephyr continues to prepare for extended production testing of its successfully drilled and completed State 16-2 LN-CC well. All
relevant applications have been filed and orders for long lead time items have been made in anticipation of recommencement of
production operations this autumn, subject to final permit approval. The production test is designed to further investigate the
flow potential of the State 16-2 LN-CC well, to add production data for use in surface infrastructure development decisions, and
to test and develop flow assurance processes for the well.

Response to continued volatility in the crypto-currency markets
As announced on 7 June 2022, Zephyr planned to sell a small portion of gas produced from the State 16-2 LN-CC derived from the
production test to a crypto-mining facility to be co-located on the well pad. Due to continued volatility in the crypto-currency
markets, however, its Board has elected to further monitor pricing of crypto-mining equipment and facilities before proceeding
and prior to committing to any related investment. To date, no Group funds have been expended on related equipment/facilities.
In parallel, Zephyr continues to focus on commercial efforts regarding the acceleration of gas sales into nearby existing gas
infrastructure.

Upcoming high impact drilling programme
Zephyr continues with extensive preparatory work related to its upcoming high impact drilling programme. The State 36-2 LNWCC well, with a 10,000-foot lateral well targeting the Cane Creek reservoir, has been designated as the first of the three wells
planned for drilling. Management has already updated its APD with the BLM to reflect the extended lateral and intends to proceed
with drilling operations upon receiving Federal approval and securing a rig contract. All state level approvals related to the State
36-2 LNW-CC well have now been received.

CPR 2022 illustrated potential Contingent & Prospective Resources worth well in excess of US$1 billion
Zephyr’s active land management strategy appears to be delivering a defensible and growing portfolio of development
opportunities, something which is increasingly difficult to replicate in today's regulatory and political environment. Meanwhile,
management is focused on recommencing production testing at the State 16-2 LN-CC, for which operational preparations are
largely complete and long lead time items already in process. The test will allow for the sale of liquid volumes and, most critically,
allow for data generation which will help it evaluate the most effective options for infrastructure development.
Publication of the Group’s Competent Person’s Report (‘CPR’) 2022 on 26 April 2022, highlighted Zephyr’s substantial remaining
potential in the Paradox Basin. While the range in values illustrated in Sproule’s report presently remain very wide and
recognising that there are still significant underlying technical/operational risks to be surmounted, Zephyr’s management and
exploration team have demonstrated a high level of intuition along with the capacity to meet and optimise such challenges through
carefully calculated process. It now aims to build on its current knowledge and track record in order to further accelerate the
value growth from its existing portfolio. Plans to commence a drilling programme of three fully-funded Cane Creek wells in 2H
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2022 will enable further delineation and increase overall understanding of the Paradox asset base. Management’s goal is to have
assessed potential upside and determined the first of a series of follow-on steps before the end of 2022, followed by increases in all
reserve and resource classes during 2023.
Significantly in this respect, funding for the next phase of development of the Paradox Project will be provided from the Group’s
Williston Basin non-operated assets. These delivered Q2 2022 sales volumes that averaged 1,856 boepd (up from c.1,600 in Q1
2022), for which nearly half of the next two years’ production has already been hedged at an average of US$92.70/bbl. Quarterly
revenues totalled US$14.3 million net to Zephyr, up from US$11.5 million in the previous period and a 16-fold increase from
US$0.9 million reported one year ago. On 11 August 2022, management also reiterates its previously released 2022 production
and revenue guidance of an expected US$35-40 million in non-operated revenue, net to Zephyr, for FY 2022 based on a forecast
production range of 500,000 to 550,000 boe for the year. To this, Zephyr has now also positioned itself to be generating production
plus additional cashflow from its previously drilled and completed State 16-2LN-CC well before the start of 2023.
(Risk warning: Future performance and forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future results.)

THIS DOCUMENT IS NOT FOR PUBLICATION, DISTRIBUTION OR TRANSMISSION INTO THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA, JAPAN, CANADA OR AUSTRALIA.

Conflicts
This is a non-independent marketing communication under the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”). The analyst
who has prepared this report is aware that Turner Pope Investments (TPI) Limited (“TPI”) has a relationship with the company
covered in this report. Accordingly, the report has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote
the independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing by TPI or its clients ahead of the
dissemination of investment research.
TPI manages its conflicts in accordance with its conflict management policy. For example, TPI may provide services (including
corporate finance advice) where the flow of information is restricted by a Chinese wall. Accordingly, information may be available
to TPI that is not reflected in this document. TPI may have acted upon or used research recommendations before they have been
published.

Risk Warnings
Retail clients (as defined by the rules of the FCA) must not rely on this document. Any opinions expressed in this document are
those of TPI’s research analyst. Any forecast or valuation given in this document is the theoretical result of a study of a range of
possible outcomes and is not a forecast of a likely outcome or share price.
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The value of securities, particularly those of smaller companies, can fall as well as rise and may be subject to large and sudden
swings. In addition, the level of marketability of smaller company securities may result in significant trading spreads and sometimes
may lead to difficulties in opening and/or closing positions. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance and
forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future results.

AIM is a market designed primarily for emerging or smaller companies and the rules of this market are less demanding than those
of the Official List of the UK Listing Authority; consequently, AIM investments may not be suitable for some investors. Liquidity
may be lower and hence some investments may be harder to realise.

Specific disclaimers
TPI acts as joint broker to Zephyr Energy plc (‘Zephyr Energy’) which is listed on the AIM Market of the London Stock Exchange
(’AIM’). TPI’s private and institutional clients may hold, subscribe for or buy or sell Zephyr Energy’s securities.
Opinions and estimates in this document are entirely those of TPI as part of its internal research activity. TPI has no authority
whatsoever to make any representation or warranty on behalf of Zephyr Energy.

General disclaimers
This document, which presents the views of TPI’s research analyst, cannot be regarded as “investment research” in accordance
with the FCA definition. The contents are based upon sources of information believed to be reliable but no warranty or
representation, express or implied, is given as to their accuracy or completeness. Any opinion reflects TPI’s judgement at the date
of publication and neither TPI nor any of its directors or employees accepts any responsibility in respect of the information or
recommendations contained herein which, moreover, are subject to change without notice. Any forecast or valuation given in this
document is the theoretical result of a study of a range of possible outcomes and is not a forecast of a likely outcome or share price.
TPI does not undertake to provide updates to any opinions or views expressed in this document. TPI accepts no liability whatsoever
(in negligence or otherwise) for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this document or its contents or otherwise arising in
connection with this document (except in respect of wilful default and to the extent that any such liability cannot be excluded by
applicable law).
The information in this document is published solely for information purposes and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an
offer to buy or sell any securities or related financial instruments. The material contained in the document is general information
intended for recipients who understand the risks associated with equity investment in smaller companies. It does not constitute a
personal recommendation as defined by the FCA or take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situation or
needs of individual investors nor provide any indication as to whether an investment, a course of action or the associated risks are
suitable for the recipient.
This document is approved and issued by TPI for publication only to UK persons who are authorised persons under the Financial
Services and Markets Act 2000 and to professional clients, as defined by Directive 2004/39/EC as set out in the rules of the Financial
Conduct Authority. This document may not be published, distributed or transmitted to persons in the United States of America,
Japan, Canada or Australia. This document may not be copied or reproduced or re-distributed to any other person or organisation,
in whole or in part, without TPI’s prior written consent.
Copyright © 2022 Turner Pope Investments (TPI) Limited, all rights reserved.
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